
 

 
 

 

A Flawed American in My Proud America 

 
 

Today the effects and lack of equality supersedes color 
regardless our individual cultures on origins 

there is one color of blood sharing the same oxygen 
by way of different queens better known as mothers – 

 
as a nation we’ve been gorged with false teachings 

although women and color are graduating opportunities 
the realities are equality resides in gated communities 

of fraternities and greed refusing to stop overreaching – 
 

our president would be convicted if he were from the hood 
but the double standards of our judicial communities 

relations and money superseded ill perceptions 
and systematic chaos like the disrespect is all good – 

 
however I must commend Trump for exposing a broken system 
during and after his presidential campaign the division is clear 

between political parties and the elite reflecting like a prism 
conveniently digesting rhetoric until they can portray the victims – 

 
so how tired are we for the do as I say not as I doers 

the message is clear to all levels and facets of life 
the rich are getting richer at any cost including the poor 

so how can fraternity abusers define losers – 
 

American is harsh on uncontrolled profits but soft on politics 
when the elite or fraternity children commits crimes and perceptions 

and rational of public safety factors differs greatly 
while constitutional and civil protections for the lower tiers remains irrelevant – 

 
it’s true that money and relations dictates and overthrows power 

for presidency political experience or the know with all are not required 
however like the roots doctrine, leadership, morals and ethical achievements 

are never sweet because poisonous fruits remains sour – 
 

beyond all the metaphors I am an actual statistic 
“the power & purpose of sharing my story” 

highlights constitutional and civil violations undeniably supported by video 
not a crying witness I’m simply a flawed American in my flawed America enlisted – 
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